Optimizing MultiMulti-Channel Customer Care Through
Focus on What Matters
By Gavin Winter and Cindy Grimm
A Holistic View on Customer Care - Today and
Tomorrow
The CX Act 2015 Omni-channel Customer Care study is the
third in a series of strategic perspectives designed to help
Customer Experience professionals understand and
anticipate the needs of their customers.
This is a comprehensive national study that examines
customer behavior and expectations, juxtaposed with
companies’ perspectives on their ability to deliver effective
customer care across multiple contact channels. The study
examined the following:
•
•
•

What We
Learned
We found that when customers
reachreach-out to companies for any
number of reasons (e.g.; with
questions, complaints or to
complete a service transaction)
transaction),
their experiences are anything but
“Omni”, nor as effective as many
would like to think.
This study casts a pragmatic eye on
the subject of defining “Omni“Omnichannel” in the context of
customer care and provides
guidance on the steps that
companies should take to better
meet their customers’ needs.
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•

Contact channels offered by companies
Companies’ assessment of the effectiveness of
those contact channels
Customer contact behavior and intentions, now and
in the future
Customer expectations for customer care response

The study was conducted through interviews with 2,500 consumers
through a nationally representative online panel and a survey of contact
center managers facilitated through Contact Center Pipeline.

Why Read
Most research and commentary on Omni-channel focuses on the
proliferation and use of different forms of engagement during
consumers’ path-to-purchase and many companies have tried to apply
one set of strategies across all customer contact touchpoints. However,
there has been little done that specifically looked at expectations and
experiences after the purchase. In this research, CX Act looks at
customers and contact center executives and uncovers important new
findings and insights around the less considered - but equally important encounters that customers have during the usage and ownership stages
of their relationships with companies and brands; the customer’s pathto-loyalty.
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Key Take Aways
•

No Clear Definition of OmniOmni-channel Customer Care - There is no consensus
among industry professionals on what “Omni-channel” means, which
severely hampers its ability to be used as guiding principal when it comes to
customer care.

•

First Contact Resolution Positively Impacts the Bottom Line – Customer care
interactions that are resolved in first contact result in customers being twice
as likely to remain loyal and four times more likely to spread positive word of
mouth.

•

Customers Still Rely Primarily on Traditional Channels for Customer Care –
Despite the myriad of choice available to them, most customers continue to
utilize traditional channels (i.e., phone or in-person) to fulfill their customer
care needs.

•

Companies are Not Meeting Customer Expectations via Alternative Channels By their own admission, companies are significantly less able to handle
customer care interactions via alternative channels than via telephone and
customers likewise have lower expectations that they will receive resolution
through these channels.

•

But Customers DO Want to Use Alternative Channels – Customers express an
appetite to use non-traditional channels, especially for routine matters.

•

Biggest Opportunities are with Mobile
Mobile and Web SelfSelf-Service – The channels
with the greatest expected future use that currently fall well below
expectations are Mobile and Web Self-Service.

•

Customer Choose Channels Based on Task - Factors impacting channel choice
differ hugely dependent on customer needs.

•

Personalization and Seamless Integration are Keys to ‘Quick and Easy’
Easy’ –
Customers want transactions to be quick and easy and whether resolving in
the customers’ primary channel of choice or transitioning across channels,
the key drivers of being ‘quick and easy’ – and thus higher customer
satisfaction – relate to access to personal details and information about
previous transactions.

•

The Answer is Focus - CX Act believes both customers and companies would
be better served if companies took a more measured and focused approach
to understanding their capabilities and their customers’ needs, prioritize
optimization of alternative channels that most fit the need, and then guide
customers to the channels that best meet their needs.
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No Clear Agreement on What OmniOmni-Channel Means
Means
There was considerable variability in understanding and intent
when we asked contact center executives to provide their definition
of “Omni-channel”. While such diversity of interpretation is not
uncommon when terms enter the business vernacular, it results in a
multitude of organizational woes when companies seek to align
themselves to meet customer needs. The effects of this lack of
agreement shouldn’t be under-estimated.
In particular, the lack of agreement threatens to exacerbate the gap
that often exists between those responsible for creating the brand
promise and those accountable for delivering on those
expectations.
This internal misalignment is nothing new. But when it comes to
customer care – and in particular to customers’ use and
expectations versus companies’ deployment of technology – it
widens the gulf between what is desirable and what is doable. This
then becomes a breeding ground for customer disillusionment,
frustration and dissatisfaction… hardly a recipe for building brand advocacy and
reinforcing a brand’s relationship with its customers – a relationship in which
companies have invested heavily in nurturing and building, only to undermine
their own efforts.

Defining OmniOmni-channel - It’s All a Matter of Perspective
Many companies have invested heavily and successfully in creating an OmniChannel presence for customers to use during the acquisition phases of the
business relationship. However, our research indicates that it is one thing to be
“in” the customer acquisition and sales channel, where companies should be
concerned with making their voice and content relevant and engaging in the
consumer conversation, but quite another when customers reach-out through
those same channels expecting those companies to be geared-up to respond to
their needs and resolve their issues right the first time!
Customers feel the pain and businesses know they are not delivering. This is
evident in comments made by Contact Center executives who bemoan the
myriad challenges and barriers that hamper their efforts to mirror the Omnichannel nirvana their companies’ messaging implies and which drives
customers’ expectations.

Cutting
Cutting Through the
the Hyperbole!
Hyperbole!
There are many challenges being encountered by companies trying to deliver on
the Omni-channel promise, not only evidenced by CX Act’s research but also
anecdotally in our daily encounters with clients who are wrestling with these
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issues. Our observations cause us to challenge the usefulness of the term “Omnichannel” when it comes to the customer care context. Perhaps something a little
less lofty, but-ultimately more useful holds the key to helping companies focus
their efforts to better effect?
CX Act suggests a more pragmatic frame-of reference would be for companies to
aim to deliver multi-channel customer care experiences, done well and with the
customers’ primary needs in-mind. In other words, first contact resolution,
handled as quickly and easily as possible. Some have called this “Multi-Channel
Done with Finesse.”
Sounds like a “no-brainer” right? But what this means in practice is that
companies stop trying to be all things/to all people/through all channels
simultaneously and focus on what they can [and need] to do well in order to
meet customers’ more fundamental needs!
It’s interesting to note a topical client conversation in which a senior customer
experience strategist admitted as much when he (only somewhat jokingly)
announced he had gone through every policy paper and presentation deck in his
company’s library and done a search and replace to eliminate “Omni-channel”
and introduce “Multi-Channel”!

First Channel Resolution Positively Impacts the Bottom Line
The imperative to provide brand reaffirming and engaging experiences at
every key interaction is profound. Even though customer care is ostensibly
bucketed into the domain of those responsible for driving loyalty, its
impact is far reaching and has consequences for customer acquisition too.
CX Act’s prior research shows that customers who receive a first contact
resolution during their customer care interactions - regardless of channel
of contact - are nearly twice as likely to remain loyal and four times more
likely to spread positive word of mouth about a company. Evidence once
again that companies can’t acquire their way to growth if they don’t look
after their current customers who are forming opinions, making decisions
and influencing the perceptions of others.
The well-established tenet linking these two domains through the
customer care experience is ever more the case in today’s digital world,
where the voice of the customer is exponentially accelerated and
amplified.
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Customers Are Still Relying
Relying on Traditional Contact Channels
CX Act’s research shows that 75% of customers still use traditional
contact channels (i.e., phone or in-person) when contacting companies
with a question, complaint or to conduct a routine service transaction.
Only 2% use live chat on the website, 2% mobile care and only 1% reach
out via social media. There is surprisingly little difference in these
statistics by age.
So why aren’t customers using more non-traditional channels for
service transactions? After all, there’s a growing and clearly evident
trend towards using multiple channels throughout their path-topurchase for products and services during the research, shopping and
purchasing stages of their life-cycle; so why not during customers’
usage and ownership stages?

Alternatives Just Aren't Cutting It
The answer lies in the fact that when customers engage companies via
alternative [non-traditional channels] like online, mobile, chat and social media,
their experience and ability to achieve first contact resolution is below par.
We learn that the most important factors driving the selection by a customer of a
contact channel is the degree that the channel will be “quick and easy” and that
their questions/complaint/transaction will be completed/resolved in the first
contact.
Yet by their own admission, companies are significantly less
able to handle issues through alternative channels than via
telephone (see chart left)
CX Act’s research found that when company representatives
were asked to indicate which channels that they offered were
equipped to handle a question/routine transaction or
complaint in one contact, telephone was the highest with 92%
equipped to handle in one contact. Non-traditional channels,
especially self-service online (for complaints), social media,
and mobile fared very poorly with only about 40% equipped to
handle questions or routine transactions on their mobile
channel. Customers who are not able to complete the
transaction through their channel of choice are told to call
(51%) or that someone will call them (26%), told to submit a
webform/email (10%), directed to self-help (2%), or are left on
their own to figure out what to do (9%).
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This inability to handle customers through non-traditional channels feeds the
customers’ already low expectations. While most customers expect their
complaint or question to be resolved in one contact via telephone or on-site, less
than 60% expect their issue to be resolved in one contact when contacting via
self-service, mobile or social media. The bottom line is that companies are
meeting or exceeding customer expectations with traditional channels and falling
well short on non-traditional channels.

But Customers Do Want to use NonNon-Traditional Channels
While Traditional Care (especially
phone) will continue to be a channel
of choice, when asked which channels
they will consider in the future, the
percentage of customers who will
consider self-service online is up to
three times higher and mobile care
consideration is ten times higher than
the current usage. While the
questions asked about future intent
provided for multiple responses (so
not quite apples-to-apples with
current usage scores), customers are
signaling their appetite and future
direction loud and clear!
Customers do want to use non-traditional channels when it increases the speed
and ease with which they can get an answer to their question or resolve an issue.

Why the Long Face?
Put simply, evolving customer expectations, fueled by implicit or explicit brand
promises, are meeting up with companies’ inability to deliver and creating a
vicious cycle, as shown below.
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Biggest Opportunities with Mobile and Web SelfSelf-Service
Putting together company assessment of delivery, customer expectations of
delivery and customers’ future usage intent (see chart to left) reveals that the
telephone channel has the highest expected use and is meeting or exceeding
customer expectations. On-site/In person care is less utilized, but with slightly
higher expectations, albeit much lower on the ‘easy’ scale.
However, the non-traditional channels with the greatest
expected future use that fall well below expectations are
Email/Webform, Mobile and Self-Service on the Web. In
addition, Mobile and Social are both exceptionally low on
companies’ self-assessment ‘easy’ scale.
This has to be a concern to those companies today who are
overtly touting their mobile and social capability, and who at
the same time are not ready to meet expectations. Meantime,
the success of self-service for certain types of transaction is
the key to their being able to make the necessary shift in
resources away from traditional methods and realize cost
efficiencies.

Customers Tell Us What They Need
While providing a pretty damning commentary on the current state-of-affairs,
fortunately the research also provides useful clues and cues that companies
should be listening to if they aspire to better align themselves to customer
expectations.

Customers Choose Channels Based on Task
Across all reasons for contact, the most important factor to
customers when selecting a channel is the degree to which they
can resolve their question/complaint/task quickly and easily. For
complaints and questions, customers also like human contact.
Security is the fourth most important factor driving channel
selection, rising in importance for account sensitive transactions
(e.g., billing or payment).
Customers are most likely to expect first contact resolution from
either live chat online or via telephone. They expect contacts to
be easiest to handle via online live chat, email or mobile selfservice. And, somewhat surprisingly, customers expect the
highest level of security through online self-service. This latter
point is an interesting development in customer attitudes that
once showed a marked distrust of all things online.
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Personalization & Seamless Integration is Key to ‘Quick and Easy’
Finally, and returning the theme of “quick and easy”, customers
prefer to have their issue resolved on first contact in their channel of
choice. However, if they have to cross channels, the most important
drivers of a “quick and easy” experience are that their personal
details are available within the secondary channel together with
information on previous transactions and the ability of the company
to provide a personalized solution.
Clearly, companies’ ability to personalize customer care is impacted
by myriad organizational, technical and systematic considerations,
which speaks again to our opening observations and the gulf
between customer expectations (in which companies play a major
role in influencing) and their ability to live up to those expectations.

Getting Ahead - The Answer is Focus
The key question therefore becomes: “how do companies get ahead of the curve
when it comes to aligning their efforts to customers’ needs?” Most that CX Act
talked to are straddled somewhat awkwardly between today’s realities and
tomorrow’s expectations.
They are all busy “running to stay in place” in a fast changing world in which
technology feeds customers’ expectations and vice versa. They are trying to close
performance gaps in their current offering while looking to predict the
customers’ next move and place their bets on where and how to invest to
improve their customer experiences and reduce the cost of service.
And they are doing so against a background of legacy customer management and
CRM systems that are not yet as integrated as they need to be, distribution and
customer support models that are still heavily geared toward bricks and mortar,
and customer contact centers in which most interactions are still handled via
phone.
Their quandary is when and how to shift emphasis (and dollars) from these high
cost activities to lower cost, non-traditional channels in the face of failed or
stalled attempts and customer reluctance to trust the new channels to meet
their needs. While Omni-channel customer service holds great promise for cost
reduction, current attempts to be everything, all the time and everywhere often
results in duplication of costs rather than achieving operational efficiency.
Companies will be unable to realize the cost efficiencies and utilize their contact
centers to engage customers in higher value interactions (e.g. complex problems
or upsell opportunities) until they can tool-up to handle the myriad routine
transactions more effectively through non-traditional channels.
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Focus on What You Need to Know and What to Do About It
So, how can companies achieve the balance between offering new channels and
meeting customer expectations? The answer is Focus – Focus on understanding
capabilities, focus on identifying customer needs, and focus your customers
towards the channels that will most meet their needs for the specific reason for
contact.
The suggested methodology, pictured to left, provides a wire-frame
guide for companies who seek to optimize their Omni-channel
customer care experience. Based on evidence, it offers a step-wise
approach to achieving channel coverage that is appropriate to
customers’ functional needs while being firmly grounded in
operational capabilities. This five-step process starts with ‘outsidein’ approach to identify customer functional needs for key customer
segments, uses an ‘inside-out’ approach to conduct an honest
assessment of the current state of multi-channel customer care, and
leads to developing a communication strategy to educate and direct
customers to the channel that will most meet their needs by task and
monitoring meaningful performance metrics to gauge success.

Recommendations – Look Before You Leap!
Leap!
Before signing-off we want to be clear on something: CX Act is not suggesting
companies shouldn’t move towards being in all channels necessary to engage
customers on their terms. Done right, this improves the customer experience
and reduces costs. The point is, companies have been somewhat “too”
customer-driven in their pursuit to cover all bases simultaneously without
necessarily knowing what their customers need (versus what companies perceive
they want) and balancing this against their ability to deliver. Given a choice, it is
far better to not offer a channel
channel for customer care,
care, than to offer it badly.
Our counsel is that companies need to be more measured in terms of when and
how they venture into non-traditional channels. It is essential that they make
sure they understand their customers’ functional needs and expectations
thoroughly in order to prioritize the needed functionality and features before
jumping it to any new channels. Entry into new channels should be balanced
against the realities of what they are capable of providing today and customer
expectations should be managed accordingly.
The research suggests that customers’ and companies’ interests would be better
served if companies took a more focused approach with less emphasis on “Omnichannel” customer care and more on “Multi-channel done well with finesse” and
“guiding” customers (rather than be driven by them) to the channels that will
best serve their needs, with seamless hand-offs when cross-channel interactions
are required.
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